Climatological rainfall patterns in the subtropics are known to be influenced by the Hadley cell, which describes an east-west average of the large-scale atmospheric vertical circulation that carries rising tropical heat and moisture polewards to the extratropics. The regions where the descending branch of the Hadley cell lies are marked by the subtropical dry zones that separate the tropics and extratropics. Based on various metrics from independent datasets, the width of the tropical circulation and subtropical dry zone in each hemisphere has been found to be expanding polewards, with an annual-mean expansion in the range of 1°--2.5° over the 1979--2005 period[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5] using a zonal mean definition (see Methods). A maximum expansion of over 2° latitude has occurred in each hemisphere\'s summer and autumn since the late 1950s[@b6] or later[@b3], although the expansion rates are dataset and metric dependent[@b7].

It has been speculated that the observed expansion has influenced the climate in semi-arid regions, affecting ecosystems, agriculture and water availability[@b4]. During the period of tropical expansion, semi-arid regions across the Southern Hemisphere (SH) have experienced a marked decline in autumn rainfall[@b8][@b9], predominantly in April and May. For semi-arid regions like southern Chile and southern Australia, a poleward shift in the storm tracks is thought to be a prominent driver of substantial reductions in rainfall during the late 20th century[@b8][@b10][@b11]. However, to date, the extent to which these regional rainfall reductions are attributable to the poleward expansion has not been clarified. Here, we examine whether: (1) the April-May rainfall variability in these semi-arid regions is influenced by interannual variability of the Hadley cell edge; and (2) if the rainfall reductions can be explained by a poleward shift of the climatological mean April-May rainfall using the extent of the poleward shift in the zonal mean Hadley cell edge.

Results
=======

Variability of zonal mean SH Hadley cell edge
---------------------------------------------

Extended to 2010 (see Methods), the strongest expansion in the SH zonal mean Hadley cell edge occurs in austral autumn ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), ranging from 2°--4.5° since 1979, with a comparable rate if just the April-May averages are considered. The four reanalysis products used here each show similar variability in their Hadley-cell edge since 1979 and display statistically indistinguishable trends. The relatively large error of each individual trend ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) could be a consequence of the reanalysis products\' inability to simulate specific cloud types[@b12]. During this period of strong subtropical dry zone expansion, substantial mid-to-late autumn drying trends have been observed over SH semi-arid regions such as southern-coastal Chile, southeastern Africa, and southeastern Australia ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Based on a multi-product ensemble average, reductions in the order of 1 mm/autumn since 1951 have been recorded across these three regions in April-May ([Figs. 2b--2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Although the timing and length of regional droughts can vary, the commencement of rainfall declines approximately coincided with the start of the zonal mean Hadley cell widening around the early 1980s ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

Given that the regional influence of the Hadley cell edge variability resides near its mean position, by comparing the regional "position of influence" between the wet (pre-1980) and dry (post-1980) periods, we are able to gauge the longitudinal distribution of the regional mean position between the two periods. This generates spatially varying edges and allows an assessment of whether the subtropical dry zone expansion is experienced equally across the SH semi-arid regions. This is essential because the zonal mean edge does not provide regional information on the poleward shift or regional impact. Prior to 1980, the influence of the zonal mean Hadley cell edge is observed through significant positive correlations with mean sea level pressure (MSLP) over southeast Australia and the southwest Indian Ocean (indicated by red regions in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The zonal mean Hadley cell edge is coherent with subsidence, and hence anomalously high MSLP and low rainfall (indicated by red regions in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), particularly across southeast Australia ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Moving eastward from the region of strong correlation over southeast Australia, the region of subsidence veers southward toward the southern tip of South America and away from the southern Chilean region ([Fig. 3b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). As such, the influence from variability of the zonal mean Hadley cell edge is situated too far from the southern African and Chilean regions (indicated by the rectangular boxes in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) to affect rainfall in these locations.

In the dry period (post-1980), trends in both rainfall and the zonal mean Hadley cell edge contribute to the correlations. It is expected that the correlation ridge will move poleward at all longitudes. There is indeed an indication of a poleward shift (from the pre-1980 position) in the southern Australian sector, and to a lesser extent, the ocean to the south of Africa ([Figs 3d and 3e](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Focusing on southeast Australia, variability of MSLP and rainfall is no longer influenced by variability of the edge, as the regional edge appears to have passed a threshold latitude, beyond which its variability no longer influences southern Australia ([Fig. 3f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). However, the shift of the ridge of significant correlations (and by inference, the edge as represented by the zonal mean Hadley cell) is not longitudinally uniform. Over the southern Chile sector, the correlation ridge has moved northward, at odds with what is expected. This may be an indication that the zonal mean Hadley cell is comprised of individual branches[@b13], each of which is subject to hemispheric trends as well as being additionally influenced by climate variability that varies at regional scales. Thus, we cannot attribute the rainfall reduction over southern Chile to the Hadley cell expansion as indicated by the zonal mean Hadley cell edge, because there is no evidence of (and in fact, evidence against) a concurrent local poleward expansion.

A conspicuous feature in the post-1980 MSLP correlations ([Fig. 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) is the emergence of a Southern Oscillation (SO)-like pattern in the tropical Pacific, reflecting a stronger relationship of the zonal mean Hadley cell with the El Niño Southern Oscillation, as observed for the boreal winter season cell[@b12]. This SO-like pattern means that, statistically, during La Niña (*El Niño*) conditions, the zonal mean Hadley cell edge is anomalously poleward (*equatorward*) when enhanced (*reduced*) convection over the western (*eastern*) Pacific occurs. This relative widening of the Hadley cell during La Niña compared to El Niño is a feature seen in other reanalysis products[@b12]. Prior to the 1980--2010 period, the existence of a SO-like pattern is not observed, which suggests that the association of the Hadley cell with the El Niño-Southern Oscillation before and after the mid-1970s climate shift is quite different[@b14]; that is, there is a strong influence from multidecadal variability.

Our analysis suggests that April-May rainfall variability over southern Africa is not directly affected by variability of the Hadley cell edge in either period, although there is a poleward shift in the associated rainfall pattern to the south of the African landmass ([Fig. 3e](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Further, we cannot attribute the southern Chile rainfall reduction to a poleward expansion in the Hadley cell edge, because there is no evidence of a local poleward shift. Only across the southeast Australia sector is there a systematic poleward shift in the influence of the SH Hadley cell edge, and this is confirmed using high-quality rainfall data ([Figs. 3c and 3f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

Poleward shift of mean rainfall
-------------------------------

During the expansion period, the regional or zonal mean Hadley cell edge has no direct influence on southeast Australia. Therefore, we cannot calculate the sensitivity of regional rainfall to variability of the edge, or use such sensitivities to quantify the rainfall change induced by a poleward shift in the edge. Instead, we next investigate whether the poleward expansion of the subtropical dry zone is able to account for some of the regional rainfall reduction, as expected by previous studies[@b4][@b7]. We use the long-term shift of the zonal mean Hadley cell as an indication of the extent of the dry-zone expansion and calculate changes arising from a poleward shift in the mean climatological April-May rainfall assuming a hemispheric-wide expansion. This approach is similar to using a poleward shift in the mean ocean state to explain recent observed ocean warming[@b15]. In the SH extratropical latitudes, average April-May rainfall over southeastern Africa, southeastern Australia and southern-coastal Chile is higher than over latitudes immediately to the north ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). A poleward shift of a climatologically drier climate from the north could potentially explain the observed rainfall decline. We calculate the latitudinal gradient of the climatological April-May rainfall for the four-rainfall product climatology ensemble (arithmetic mean), for the land points (all datasets are on a 0.5° by 0.5° grid). The resultant derivative pattern indicates where a rainfall reduction is potentially attributable to a poleward shift in the mean climate ([Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Given the low resolution of the rainfall ensemble, the derivative pattern is not used to quantify the associated rainfall change.

Immediately clear in the derivative pattern is a band of rainfall reduction in the subtropical to extratropical latitudes (25°--40°S), with southern Australia exhibiting a clear decline, and the pattern of the change matching the observed trend ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). There is a broad agreement across southern Africa, despite the reduction implied in the derivative pattern being more dominant along the coast. Over southern Chile, a maximum reduction is generated north of 40°S; this pattern of change does not match with the observed trend, as most of the observed rainfall reduction for Chile occurs south of 40°S. Thus a poleward shift in climatological April-May rainfall, as described through the rainfall derivative pattern, also fails to explain the rainfall reduction over southern Chile. Thus it is likely that other factors, such as multidecadal variability and/or shifts in the extratropical storm tracks dominate rainfall trends in this sector, as found using annual data[@b10].

To provide an accurate quantification for the southeast Australia region, high-quality climatological April-May rainfall (from Australian rainfall observations) is shifted poleward between 1° and 4° ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The total observed reduction over the 1951--2010 period is approximately 38% of the long-term climatological rainfall. [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} shows that the declining rainfall trend increases with the amplitude of the poleward shift, with a 3° shift potentially explaining more than 65% of the entire long-term April-May trend for southeast Australia.

The success of the above explanation relies on the feature that climatological April-May rainfall over regions such as southern Africa and southeast Australia is higher than that over latitudes immediately to the north, as seen in observations ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). A common feature between these two regions is their coastal mountain ranges, which can lead to an orographic uplift amplifying the rainfall signal[@b16]. We make use of a model simulation[@b17] that removes SH orography to test the extent to which the April-May meridional rainfall gradient is amplified by these features. The climatological April-May rainfall averaged over the last 20 years of integration (1980--2000) in the no-orography experiment ([Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) broadly captures the observed seasonal features ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}): regions such as southern Africa, southern Australia and southern Chile latitudes are generally wetter than regions to their north, even without orography. Therefore a hemispheric-wide poleward shift leads to a rainfall reduction over these regions, regardless of the presence of mountains, suggesting that the orographic amplification effect is small.

Discussion
==========

Using the southern edges of the zonal mean Hadley cell to represent the subtropical dry zone edges, we show that prior to the commencement of the poleward shift, rainfall over southeast Australia is influenced by the Hadley cell edge, but rainfall over southern Chile and southern Africa are not. The poleward shift in the Hadley cell does not mean that there is a regionally uniform shift: while a clear shift occurs in the Australian sector, and a weaker shift occurs in the sector to the south of the African landmass, there is no evidence of a poleward shift in the southern Chilean sector, discounting a shift as a cause for the rainfall decline there. A poleward shift of the April-May climatological rainfall is able to explain a small portion of the southern African rainfall trend, and most of the southeast Australia rainfall decline, but not the reduction over southern Chile. Out of the three semi-arid regions, the southeast Australia rainfall reduction is best attributable to an expansion of the subtropical dry zone. As the poleward expansion proceeds, one could expect an increasing coherence between the near tropical circulation and the semi-arid climate of southeast Australia. Using a 30-year moving window, one study showed an unprecedented high coherence between the tropical circulation north of Australia and MSLP averaged over southeast Australia in mid-to-late autumn[@b8], only observed in the most recent decades.

However, an important issue remains as to why the poleward expansion is largest in autumn. In austral summer, according to modeling studies[@b18][@b19], the expansion is largely driven by Antarctic stratospheric ozone depletion, although increasing greenhouse gases also play a key role[@b6]. This raises questions as to whether the large autumn expansion is a delayed effect from ozone depletion that climate models fail to capture, or due entirely to greenhouse gases, the impact of which Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 models under-estimate, unless forced with observed sea surface temperatures[@b7]. Despite this uncertainty we show that a direct impact of a poleward expansion may have already contributed to the long-term autumn rainfall reduction over southern Australia.

Methods
=======

Data
----

### Reanalysis and station observations

The zonal mean Hadley cell edge is defined as the subtropical latitude where the meridional mass streamfunction at 500 hPa (MMS~500~) is zero. The MMS~500~ is defined as: where \[*v*\] is the zonal mean meridional wind, *a* is the earth\'s radius, is latitude, and is gravity[@b5]. [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} is constructed using data from Twentieth Century Reanalysis Project (20thC-ReanV2)[@b20], National Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis[@b21], NCEP/Department of Energy (NCEP-DOE) reanalysis[@b22] and the Japanese 25-year Reanalysis Project (JRA-25)[@b23]. It updates the time series and trends of the SH Hadley cell edge since 1979 shown in a previous study[@b3]. Four rain-gauge precipitation datasets are used to calculate rainfall trends ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) and climatology ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}): (1) Delaware University (UDel) interpolated product (Version 3.01)[@b24] for the period 1951--2010; (2) Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Global Land Precipitation[@b25] over land for 1951--2010; (3) Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) within the project "Variability Analysis of Surface Climate Observations" (Version 6)[@b26] for 1951--2010; and (4) University of East Anglia Climatic Research Unit (CRU) precipitation[@b27] (Version 3.1) for 1951--2009. The spatial resolution of the four rain-gauge precipitation datasets is 0.5° by 0.5°. The results for [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} and [Figs. 3c and 3f](#f3){ref-type="fig"} were calculated using high-quality gridded (0.05° by 0.05°) Australian rainfall data[@b28].

### Model simulations

The experiments from a Cubic Conformal Atmospheric Model (CCAM)[@b17] are run with and without orography. This CCAM version contains a C96 grid with 18 vertical levels and an approximate 100 km quasi-uniform horizontal resolution. It is forced by ECMWF 40-year reanalysis (ERA40) sea surface temperatures from 1971--2000. For the no-orography experiment, the orographic height of the SH landmasses of interest here (Africa, Australia and South America) are set to zero. Where the orography is set to zero, a constant roughness length, albedo, stomatal resistance and soil texture over land surfaces are employed (i.e., land-surface parameters are set to the same values).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The influence of the SH zonal mean Hadley cell edge on rainfall is examined through correlation analysis. Usually, detrending is conducted prior to correlating fields to ensure that any coherence is not due to unrelated long-term trends. However, detrending a position index, such as the zonal mean Hadley cell edge location, does not make physical sense as it has the effect of moving the cell edge back to a position prior to its shift, and therefore inducing an unrealistic teleconnection in regions where it may no longer have an influence. As such, detrending of the position index is not carried out here. To test significance a two-sided Student\'s *t*-test is used to determine whether correlation coefficients are statistically significant above the 95% confidence level.
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![Poleward shifts in the southern branch of the zonal mean Hadley cell edge.\
(a) Seasonal shifts of the southern branch of the zonal mean Hadley cell edge from four reanalyses products over 1979--2010: 20thC-ReanV2, NCEP-NCAR, NCEP-DOE and JRA-25 (data only available up to 2009 at time of writing), based on linear trends; (b) the corresponding time series for April-May with linear trend lines (dashed) for 20thC-ReanV2 and NCEP-NCAR from 1948--1978. Error bars in (a) signify the standard error of the trends.](srep00702-f1){#f1}

![Mid-to-late autumn (April-May) rainfall linear trends across the Southern Hemisphere since 1951.\
Rainfall linear trend for: (a) April-May using a four-rainfall product average (mm/year). The datasets used to calculate trends are CPC (1951--2010), GPCC (1951--2010), CRU (1951--2009), and UDel (1951--2010). The four rain gauges datasets are averaged to generate time series of rainfall (in mm/month) for: (b) southern Africa (average over 23°--35°E, 22°--34°S); (c) southeast Australia (130°--152°E, 31°--40°S); and (d) southern Chile (285°--290°E, 38°--47°S). The thick black lines in (b)--(d) denote 11-year (season) running averages. In (a), the semi-arid regions are shown in boxes and the 40°S midlatitude line is shown.](srep00702-f2){#f2}

![Coherence of SH zonal mean Hadley cell edge with MSLP and rainfall in pre- and post-drought periods for April-May.\
Spatial correlation maps of the SH zonal mean Hadley cell edge, based on MMS~500~ = 0 kg s^−1^, with April-May MSLP, SH rainfall, and Australian rainfall for: (a)--(c) 1948--1979; and (d)--(f) 1980--2010. The SH patterns are based on NCEP-NCAR reanalysis, while the Australian maps use high-quality station-based rainfall observations. Significant correlations at the 95 % confidence level (*N* = 32, 31 in (a) and (b), respectively) are shown in areas within the black contours, and the 40°S midlatitude line is also shown to highlight the shift. Note that MSLP and rainfall correlation panels have opposite colour bars.](srep00702-f3){#f3}

![April-May rainfall change pattern from a poleward mean climate shift, and comparison between observed climatology and simulated climatology without orography.\
(a) Pattern of the latitudinal gradients of climatological April-May rainfall for identifying regions where a rainfall reduction is potentially attributable to a poleward shift of the mean climate; (b) April-May rainfall climatology for observations (four-rainfall product average for 1951--2010); and (c) a model simulation with "no orography" (1980--2000). The units in (a) are mm/degree of shift; and (b) and (c) are mm. The datasets used to calculate the derivatives and climatology are the same as in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The 40°S midlatitude line is also shown.](srep00702-f4){#f4}

###### Trend in southeast Australian rainfall in April-May from 1951--2010, and changes due to different magnitude poleward shifts in rainfall climatology. Shown are total changes and changes in terms of % of climatology. A poleward shift of 4° latitude would explain more than 85% of the observed reduction

  Climate shift (° poleward)    Total change in mm (% of climatology)
  ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  *Actual trend*                          *−31.5 (−38.0%)*
  0.5                                       −7.8 (−7.6%)
  1                                        −13.5 (−13.6%)
  2                                        −19.1 (−19.7%)
  3                                        −23.7 (−24.8%)
  4                                        −27.3 (−29.0%)
